Important Information about Clear by Parentage

Breeders who perform the three recommended DNA tests on their breeding partners need to know that you can receive “Clear by Parentage” status for offspring from either OFA or Paw Print Genetics if both parents are “Normal/Clear”. This is available for one litter but does require that the Sire, Dam and Offspring have Parental DNA verification.

Each of the three tests currently being recommended (pcrd/PRA, crd4/PRA, and DM) would be listed separately. Just “PRA” cannot be used because while we have found two separate mutations there are still two dogs diagnosed with PRA in the USA who have tested “Normal/Clear” for both indicating there is at least one more.

If you wish to receive “Clear by Parentage”, please contact OFA and Paw Print Genetics for more information. Here are the links for both:

OFA - http://ofa.org/cbp.html

PPG - https://www.pawprintgenetics.com/parentage/clear-by-parentage/

It should be noted that additional charges do apply.

If you have any questions please let us know.